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Abstract. The current UAV cluster control method based on multi-path planning 
achieves the planning of UAV flight routes through situational awareness tech-
nology, which leads to a long planning time due to the lack of defense against 
attack behaviors. In this regard, a cluster control method based on improved ant 
colony algorithm for UAV communication hybrid network is proposed. The 
constraint function of the UAV planning path is established, the attack behavior 
of the attack nodes is analyzed, the detection and processing method of the attack 
behavior is proposed, and the planning process of the UAV flight path is con-
structed. In the experiments, the proposed method is verified in terms of search 
time. The analysis of the experimental results shows that the UAV cluster control 
technique constructed by the proposed method possesses a low search time. 
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1 Introduction 

The current traditional UAV communication hybrid network cluster control method 
mainly realizes collaborative decision making of path planning through situational 
awareness technology. This method can propose the planning strategy of UAV flight 
routes and realize the control of UAV clusters, but there are also certain limitations. 
First, in the process of controlling UAVs, the network is usually used as a carrier to 
realize the transmission of signals between them. The current network environment is 
complex, and there are usually third-party attacks, which can lead to errors in the 
transmission of UAV commands, thus affecting the overall control effect and having a 
negative impact on the search time. The current traditional UAV cluster control method 
lacks the defense of attack behavior, not only lacks the analysis of the attack behavior, 
but also has a weak processing and resistance ability for the attack, resulting in a low 
overall control efficiency. In this regard, it is necessary to analyze the attack behavior 
of the attacking nodes, and establish a model of forgery attack for the attack charac-
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teristics. Through the detection of the attack behavior, the processing of the forgery 
attack is realized, so as to provide a safe operating environment for the UAV cluster 
control technology and improve the search efficiency of the task. In this regard, a new 
type of UAV communication hybrid network cluster control method is needed, aiming 
to analyze the attack behavior, improve the resistance capability, and build out a perfect 
UAV control process. The robustness of the ant colony algorithm is more suitable for 
application in this field, and the convergence speed of its algorithm is faster, which can 
achieve efficient search [1-3]. 

2 Modeling UAV communication forgery attack based on 
improved ant colony algorithm 

When controlling a hybrid network cluster for UAV communication, the UAV cluster 
is usually subject to forgery attacks in many aspects due to the complexity of the 
network environment. Therefore, it is necessary to detect forgery attacks in real time 
and adopt technical means to dissolve them in order to provide a good operating en-
vironment for UAV clusters [4-6]. The general UAV cluster control algorithm relies 
heavily on the information of the surrounding environment and cannot adapt quickly to 
the new environment. Therefore, to solve this problem, we need to establish the con-
straint function of the UAV planning path model, and then use the improved ant colony 
algorithm to optimize the solution of the UAV cluster obstacle avoidance model for the 
communication hybrid network. Firstly, the range of the model boundary needs to be 
constrained so that the UAV cluster can capture the signal of the forged attack during 
the actual navigation. If the signal of the forgery attack is successfully captured, the 
node of the forgery attack needs to be regarded as an obstacle with no motion state and 
obstacle avoidance is performed. If the signal of the forged attack is not successfully 
captured during the navigation, the mission can be completed according to the estab-
lished navigation plan. 

The forgery attack refers to the attack on the UAV cluster by forging a certain 
communication node and setting that node as the target node, thus intercepting the path 
of the UAV to the actual target node. The specific steps of the forged node attack on 
UAVs are shown in the following figure. 

The attacking node sends false routing information
Select the target node and forge its RREP information

Attacking nodes receive RREQ messages
Attacking nodes join in a self-organizing network

Start

Start
Other nodes receive the error packet and continue the activity

Target node disappears Attacking nodes send error packets

 
Fig. 1. Flow chart of forgery attack 
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According to the flowchart of the above forgery attack, it can be seen that the attacking 
node will first join the hybrid group network to receive the routing request information 
when it attacks the target UAV. Since the wireless link of the hybrid network summary 
is in an open state, any node can enter the network, and the attack node can easily get 
the route request information inside the hybrid network. After getting the route request 
information, the attack node starts to select any node within the allowed attack range as 
the target attack node and sends fake route request information to all communication 
nodes except the target node, so that the target attack node is isolated from the hybrid 
network, which eventually leads to the target attack node being forced to withdraw 
from the communication link of the hybrid network. Subsequently, the forged attack 
node replaces the target node, sends route request information and obtains the data 
information transmitted by other nodes, and transmits the false data information [7-8]. 
After receiving the fake data information, the other nodes transmit the information to 
the decision system, which plans the UAV routes according to the fake information. 

According to the process analysis of the forgery attack mentioned above, it is known 
that when the UAV cluster is planning the path, in addition to avoiding and handling the 
forgery attack, it is also necessary to constrain the safety distance to prevent the colli-
sion between UAVs [9]. In this regard, it is necessary to constrain the path of UAVs 
with the following formula. 

∥∥𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗∥∥ ≥ 𝐷          (1) 

Where,  xi = [xi, yi, zi]  represents the coordinate vector of the UAV UAVi , xj =

[xj, yj, zj] represents the coordinate vector of the UAV  UAVj, and D represents the 
safe distance to be maintained for the UAV flight. 

Since there is a limit of communication distance in the hybrid network of wireless 
communication, the communication between UAVs needs to be constrained in order to 
improve the communication quality as follows. 

∥∥xi − xj∥∥ ≤ Dmax           (2) 

Where, Dmax represents the maximum distance of UAV communication. When the 
UAV cluster is attacked by forgery, since the information transmitted in the UAV 
cluster is mainly the location information of the UAV nodes, the attacking node can be 
regarded as an obstacle node, and the UAV obstacle avoidance operation can be real-
ized by updating the flight environment information. Assuming that the stationary 
obstacle is a sphere with radius R in the 3D flight environment, a model of the sta-
tionary obstacle can be constructed with the center of the sphere as the center coordi-
nate, and the specific model expression is as follows. 

{

∥∥x − xi∥∥ = R

∥∥x − xi+1∥∥ = R
R = max{D, ρ}

           (3) 

Where, x = [x, y, z] represents the coordinates of the node position on the surface of 
the stationary obstacle, xi = [xi, yi, zi] represents the coordinates of the targeted UAV 
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node position,  xi+1 = [xi+1, yi+1, zi+1] represents the coordinates of the position of 
the forged attack node, and  ρ represents the step size in the ant colony algorithm. 

According to the above steps, the path and communication behavior of the UAV 
cluster can be planned for the attack characteristics of the attack nodes, providing the 
basis for the subsequent UAV cluster control method. 

3 UAV communication forgery attack detection and 
handling 

For the communication path of the UAV cluster in the hybrid network, the 

attack characteristics of the attacking nodes are combined with the differential 

constraints on the dynamic information of the nodes as a way to achieve the 

detection of forgery attacks, as shown in the following equations. 

{
∥∥xi

k−1 − xi
k

∥∥ ≤ ρ, 1 ≤ k ≤  num 
∥∥xi

k−1 − xj
k

∥∥ ≤ Dmax, i ≠ j
                      (4) 

Where, xi
k represents the node-specific position of the i-th drone at moment k and 

represents the number of iterations of the ant colony algorithm. 
If the motion trajectory of the UAV cluster does not meet the above conditions, it 

means that the UAV cluster is being attacked by the attack node at this moment, i.e., in 
order to detect the attack behavior, the attack node can be converted into a stationary 
obstacle, and the processing of the attack behavior can be realized through the UAV 
obstacle avoidance operation [10]. If the motion trajectory meets the above conditions, 
it means that the UAV cluster is not under attack at this moment and can fly according 
to the established planning route. 

For the detected attacks, the octree partitioning principle can be used to achieve 
UAV obstacle avoidance. Assuming that the time series is t = 1,2,3, … r, then the 
UAV data information recorded at each moment is i0, i1, i2, … iT , and the environ-
mental data can be updated for the nth node, as shown in the following expression. 

 p(n ∣ i) =
1−p[n∣in+1]

p[n∣in]
⋅

1−p[n∣it+1]

p[n∣it]
 (5) 

The logit transformation of the above equation leads to the following expression. 

 ϑ = log (
p

1−p
) (6) 

The following expression can be obtained by inverting the above equation. 

 p =
1

1+exp (−ϑ)
 (7) 

where represents log-odds, using  L(n ∣ i) to represent the log-odds of each com-
municating node, the following expression can be obtained. 

 L(n ∣ i1:T) = L(n ∣ iT) + l(n ∣ iT−1) (8) 
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The above formula enables the update of UAV flight environment information and 
the processing of attack behavior by avoiding stationary obstacles. 

4 UAV cluster path planning 

Before the UAV cluster path is planned, the UAVs need to be formed, and the for-
mation is done by calling IDs, naming each UAV as UAV+ID, and the specific gen-
eration of IDs is done in a three-decimal way, and the specific ID design is shown 
below. 

1 0 0

Group number UAV  
Fig. 2. Drone ID numbering method 

The hundreds digit represents the group number of the drone, and the digits and tens 
digits are combined to represent the ID number of the drone. 

After the UAV is numbered in the above way, the path of the UAV can be planned 
using the ant colony algorithm, and the specific idea is to update the pheromone by 
setting the enhancement factor of the pheromone. The search of the path is realized 
according to the updated pheromone [11-13]. According to the ant colony algorithm, 
the expression of the enhancement coefficient of the pheromone is shown below. 

 Q(i, j) = {
A, i = j
B, i ≠ j

 (9) 

Where, Q(i, j) represents the corresponding enhancement coefficient when the UAV 
node moves from i to j, and A and B represent the ant colony coefficients. Then the 
corresponding pheromone concentrations can be found, and the expressions are as 
follows. 

 Tij(t) = ∑  M
k=1 Δtij(t) (10) 

 tij(t + n) = (1 − ρ) ⋅ Tij(t) (11) 

 pij = {
tij

α⋅dij
β

∑  j∈Nk
tij

α

0

 (12) 

Where,  𝑇𝑖𝑗(𝑡)  represents the information concentration between nodes 𝑖  and 𝑗  at 
moment 𝑡, 𝛼 represents the heuristic factor of information, 𝛽 represents the desired 
heuristic factor,  𝑝 represents the information volatility factor, and 𝑑𝑖𝑗  represents the 
distance between the UAV cluster and the mission target. The update of the pheromone 
can be achieved according to the above steps, for which the flow chart of UAV path 
planning can be constructed as shown in the following figure. 
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Start

Initialize ant colony coefficients

Pheromone update is achieved according to equations (10) and (11)

Search for paths according to Equation (12)

Whether to reach the target location

Update pheromone

Whether the task is fully executed

End

Yes No

Yes
No

 
Fig. 3. Flow chart of UAV path planning 

According to the above steps, the path planning of UAV cluster can be completed, and 
this part is combined with the above-mentioned UAV communication forgery attack 
model establishment and attack detection processing, so that the design of UAV 
communication hybrid network cluster control method based on improved ant colony 
algorithm is completed [14-15]. 

5 Testing and Analysis 

5.1 Test Preparation 

In order to be able to draw accurate test results, the hybrid UAV communication cluster 
control method based on improved ant colony algorithm in the paper is tested. To 
improve the accuracy of the test results, the traditional control methods are used as the 
comparison objects, which are the UAV cluster control method based on biological 
cluster behavior and the UAV cluster control method based on multi-path planning. 
The experiment uses Matlab simulation software to build out a simulation experimental 
environment, simulating a total of 20-100 search tasks in the environment, with 10 
search nodes as test nodes, and three control methods are used to test this test node 
respectively. To improve the reliability of the experimental results, the same configu-
ration is taken for the three control methods, and the search time required by the control 
methods in the face of different number of tasks is compared. 

5.2 Analysis of test results 

The evaluation index of this test is the time required by the UAV cluster control 
method, and by setting a number of different search tasks and comparing the time 
required by the control method with different number of tasks, then the effective degree 
and efficiency of the UAV cluster control method can be judged, and the specific 
experimental results are shown in the following figure, where the traditional UAV 
cluster control method 1 represents the UAV based on biological cluster behavior The 
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specific experimental results are shown in the figure below, where the traditional UAV 
cluster control method 1 represents the UAV cluster control method based on biolog-
ical cluster behavior, and the traditional UAV cluster control method 2 represents the 
UAV cluster control method based on multi-path planning. 
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Feature Dimension Serial Number

Traditional UAV cluster 
control methods 1

The proposed UAV cluster 
control method in this paper

60 70

Traditional UAV cluster 
control methods 2

Tim
e/m

s

 
Fig. 4. Search time comparison 

According to the above experimental results, it can be seen that the search time required 
by the UAV cluster control method varies when facing different numbers of search 
tasks. The larger the number of search tasks, the longer the time required. The time 
comparison shows that the time required by the hybrid UAV communication cluster 
control method based on the improved ant colony algorithm proposed in this paper is 
significantly shorter, which indicates that its control efficiency is higher and can ef-
fectively control the UAV cluster. 

6 Conclusion 

The article proposes a hybrid UAV communication cluster control method combined 
with improved ant colony algorithm, which effectively circumvents the attacking 
behavior by analyzing the behavior of attacking nodes and scientifically plans the path 
of UAV clusters. In the future work, the stability of the UAV cluster management 
platform still needs to be analyzed and a more adaptable UAV scheduling algorithm is 
proposed. 
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